False Claims Act Practice

Twice Named “White Collar
Practice Group of the Year”
by Law360

High-Value Legal Services for
High-Stakes Matters

Companies doing business with U.S. federal and state governments —
particularly in the healthcare, defense contracting, energy, and financial
services industries — face ever-increasing scrutiny from regulators and
whistleblowers. Central to this legal environment are the federal False
Claims Act (FCA) and its state-level analogues. These statutes allow cases to
be initiated by whistleblowers for treble damages and civil penalties and
have led to settlements and judgments in the billions of dollars. King &
Spalding’s attorneys have the experience and background necessary to
successfully guide businesses through these difficult and complex matters.
The combination of King & Spalding’s deep “bench strength,” litigation and
regulatory experience in core industries subject to FCA exposure, and
extensive experience investigating and litigating FCA matters at the trial
and appellate levels (both inside the government and in private practice) is
unique. Our experience has ranged from high-profile criminal and civil
fraud and abuse matters to private, internal corporate compliance and
employment issues. In cases requiring delicate interaction with, or a
voluntary disclosure to, regulators or an aggressive litigation stance at trial
or on appeal, our team is prepared to vigorously defend clients against FCA
claims in any context.
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Industry-Specific Knowledge
King & Spalding has deep knowledge of key industries that have been targets
of FCA claims and investigations, and that knowledge enables us to represent
our clients more efficiently and effectively in FCA matters.
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ENERGY
Our energy practice advises clients on a broad spectrum
of transactional, regulatory, litigation, and arbitration
matters in the oil and gas, electric power, renewable
energy, and mining industries. Within this broad practice,
our litigators have particular skill in defending against
FCA claims affecting the energy industry. In fact, King &
Spalding litigators have represented energy companies
as defendants in virtually every major FCA case brought
against the industry since the 1986 FCA amendments
were adopted.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE/CUSTOMS
King & Spalding’s International Trade Group has handled
a wide range of international trade and customs matters,
including U.S. countervailing duty (anti-subsidy) cases
against imports from China. The team includes former
government officials, former World Trade Organization
officials, trade remedy accounting and data specialists,
and foreign legal experts. On multiple occasions,
the group has received the Chambers USA Award for
Excellence in recognition of its achievements on behalf
of clients.
FINANCIAL/PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
King & Spalding’s clients in the banking, accounting, legal,
actuary, and other professional industries benefit from
our decades of experience defending these companies in
complex and high-stakes cases, including a wide range
of civil and criminal governmental proceedings, multijurisdictional litigation, class and non-class civil litigation,
domestic and international arbitrations, securities
litigation, and insurance disputes.
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The Experienced Team You Need
King & Spalding’s Government Investigations
Practice has substantive experience defending
our clients against every litigating division of
the Department of Justice and 73 of the 93 U.S.
Attorneys’ Offices across the country. Lawyers
on the team include the former Deputy Attorney
General; Acting Assistant Attorney General of
DOJ’s Civil Division; U.S. Attorneys from five
different districts; supervisors from multiple
U.S. Attorneys’ Offices; and numerous Deputy
Assistant Attorneys General from DOJ’s
Criminal, Civil, and Antitrust Divisions.

BY THE NUMBERS

100+
lawyers dedicated full time to government
investigations and FCA litigation.

40+
former federal prosecutors and other
enforcement officials, including numerous
attorneys who have served in key positions
within the Department of Justice, the
Department of Defense, the Food and
Drug Administration, and other regulatory
enforcement agencies.
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BUT DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
Organizations that rank law firms based on client
feedback — the Chambers guides, Legal 500 guides, and
others — consistently include us among the top practices
in the world for government investigations and related
litigation matters.

• “Very strategic,” “tremendously professional in
every respect,” “seamless,” and “terrific — very
collaborative and politically savvy.”
CHAMBERS USA

• “Major player in the market,” “experienced roster
of former government lawyers,” “excellent credibility
before the agencies across a broad swath of whitecollar matters,” and “ideally placed to take on highstakes criminal cases and parallel civil litigation.”
LEGAL 500

• “The premier firm in this practice area.”
U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT/
BEST LAWYERS’ “BEST LAW FIRMS” SURVEY

• “Draws on extensive nationwide resources to advise

170+
FCA matters and investigations resolved
over the past 10 years. Of these, we have
handled more than 45 FCA or FCA-related
matters in active unsealed litigation over
the past five years.

Dozens

across the full breadth of healthcare issues, including
significant expertise in regulatory issues and litigation
arising from the False Claims Act and Medicare
reimbursement issues.”
CHAMBERS USA

• 23 King & Spalding attorneys working in the False
Claims and Whistleblower field have been named in
the Best Lawyers in America guide, with six receiving
notable recognition for their experience in bet-thecompany litigation.
• King & Spalding’s FDA, Healthcare, and Energy and

of cases being handled in the FCA arena

Natural Resources practices are regularly ranked

at any given time.

among the nation’s best by Chambers and other
outside experts.
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Our Customized Approach to FCA Investigations and Litigation
We recognize that each FCA case has its own challenges and sensitivities, and we work closely with
each client to identify the approach that best fits the broader strategy and business context. Where the
government is investigating an FCA matter, our goal is to persuade the government to decline to intervene
and to bring the investigation to a close in a way that minimizes disruption, expense, and publicity.
Whether the case requires a delicate, cooperative interaction with regulators or an aggressive stance in
litigation, our team is prepared to defend our clients’ interests. We are ready to fight, where necessary
and strategically sensible, against both the government and relators in non-intervened cases. We try
tough cases and win, with a deep bench of first-chair trial lawyers unusual for large firms.

TAKING BET-THE-COMPANY LITIGATION TO COURT

• King & Spalding successfully took a criminal off-label promotion case to trial
and achieved acquittal from a Texas federal jury, which found device maker
Vascular Solutions Inc. and its chief executive officer not guilty in a case that
accused them of illegally promoting a device used for treating varicose veins.

• King & Spalding filed suit on behalf of Allergan, asserting novel First
Amendment challenges to the government’s off-label enforcement regime.
The First Amendment suit helped Allergan achieve a favorable resolution of
a government investigation, and the First Amendment arguments developed
in our filings have since been adopted by other pharmaceutical companies
challenging government enforcement actions.
PREVAILING IN APPELLATE COURTS

• In a high-stakes suit against Huntington Ingalls, King & Spalding obtained
the unprecedented relief of disqualifying the relator, an attorney-turnedwhistleblower, for legal ethics violations. The firm then successfully defended
that victory on appeal.

• King & Spalding won a judgment in the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals reversing a
district court’s $11.1 million judgment against MedQuest Associates Inc. related to
its use of non-Medicare-appointed physicians in diagnostic testing facilities
for Medicare-claimed procedures, deciding that violations of conditions of
participation do not give rise to liability under the FCA.
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EMPLOYING INNOVATIVE AND
AGGRESSIVE SUBPOENA/
DISCOVERY DEFENSE

• In a suit alleging inadequate and

NAVIGATING CLEANUP/CRISES

Shire’s former Advanced BioHealing

• Following allegations of improper

business, King & Spalding obtained

deposition preparation involving
attorneys and company employees,

worthless wound care services,

King & Spalding took charge of

King & Spalding successfully

DaVita’s outside legal team to right

argued against enforcement of a

the ship. In the face of a possible

government subpoena. Our client

piercing of attorney-client privilege,

later settled with the government

King & Spalding guided DaVita

without admitting liability.

through the process of settling the
FCA claims.
SUCCEEDING IN COURT
DISMISSAL OF CASES

• In a case alleging that major
retail pharmacies were charging
the government for expired
prescription drugs, King &
Spalding successfully obtained
dismissal of the complaint for
Sears and Kmart.

• After convincing both federal and

a civil-only settlement under
the FCA, with no admission of
wrongdoing or liability by Shire.

• King & Spalding represented
Johnson & Johnson/Janssen
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., in an
investigation into the alleged
inappropriate marketing of
the antipsychotic medications
Risperdal and Invega, successfully
negotiating a historic resolution
of parallel civil, criminal, and
regulatory investigations, including
a misdemeanor criminal resolution,
federal FCA settlements in three
separate jurisdictions, settlements
of more than 45 states’ Medicaid
and consumer protection
claims, and a corporate integrity
agreement (CIA) with the

state government lawyers not

Department of Health and Human

to intervene in the case, King &

Services. The firm now advises the

Spalding obtained a dismissal of

companies regarding compliance

claims against Omnicare, Inc.,

with the CIA.

alleging sale of expired drugs and
failure to substitute generic drugs
for name brands.
RESOLVING COMPLEX MATTERS
EFFECTIVELY AND WITH FINALITY

• When Shire faced parallel civil
and criminal investigations by five
U.S. Attorneys’ Offices, Main DOJ,
multiple federal agencies (including
the Veterans Administration and
Department of Health and Human
Services), and various state
attorneys general regarding the
sales and marketing practices of
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Representative Clients

Allergan, Inc.

Lockheed Martin Corporation

Amedisys, Inc.

Omnicare, Inc.

AT&T

PNC Bank

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

CR Bard, Inc.

Quest Diagnostics

CVS Caremark Corporation
DaVita, Inc.

Sears Holding Corporation and Kmart
Corporation

Eisai, Inc.

Shell Oil Company

Emory Healthcare, Inc.

Shire Pharmaceuticals

Ernst & Young LLP

Staples, Inc.

Golden Living, Inc.

The Home Depot, Inc.

Huntington Ingalls Industries, Inc.

United Parcel Service of America, Inc.

Ipsen Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

University of Texas System

Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

WellCare HMO, Inc.

Jazz Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Wells Fargo Bank

Johnson & Johnson
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